
II.  MACRO- AND STRUCTURAL 
CHANGES IN THE EUROPEAN 

ECONOMY, 1290 - 1520 
 

D. Money and Population in Late-
Medieval Price Movements and 

‘Long Waves’ 
 





Commercial Revolution Era: ca. 1180 
– 1320 (1): PHASE A 

• Culmination and conclusion of powerful Phase A 
period of economic growth 

• Expanding population, with Germanic expansion 
into Slavic eastern Europe 

• Expanding money supplies: silver mining boom 
• and inflation, reaching a peak about 1315-20 
• Expanding trade with both Byzantine Empire 

and the Islamic caliphates in Middle East and 
North Africa: with African gold influxes 





End of Commercial Revolution era: 
demographic crises ca. 1290 – 1320? 

• (1) Population growth: signs of an incipient 
Malthusian crisis 

• (2) Great European famine: 1315 – 1322 
• (3) Evidence of demographic decline:  
• in Essex (eastern England), Normandy, 

Provence (France), Tuscany (Italy) 



End of Commercial Revolution Era:  
spreading warfare from 1290s (1) 

• (1) In eastern Mediterranean 
• Muslim (Mamluk) conquest of remaining 

Crusader states in Palestine: 1291 
• Papal ban on Muslim trade: to 1345 (licences) 
• Wars between Venice and Genoa for control of 

Black Sea and eastern Mediterranean: 1291-99 
• Ottoman Turkish conquests of Byzantine 

territories in Asia Minor and Balkans: from 1302 
• Mongol attacks on Italian colonies in Black Sea 
• Anarchy in Mongol Khanate of Persia: from 1335 













End of Commercial Revolution Era:  
spreading warfare from 1290s (2) 

 
• (2) Warfare in western Mediterranean and western 

Europe 
• Spain: invasions by North African Merinids (Berbers): 

invading Castile, Aragon, Grenada, from 1291 
• Italy: Wars of the Sicilian Vespers, from 1282-1302; 

followed by civil wars (Guelfs vs Ghibelllines) and 
invasions of Italy from 1315 to the 1380s 

• England, France, and Flanders: wars and invasions 
from 1290s to 1316 

• All these wars, when resumed, led into the Hundred 
Years’ War (1337-1453) 
 



Late-Medieval ‘Great Depression’ of 
14th and 15th centuries 

• All the features of a classic Phase B era (Simiand) 
• -era of protracted, widespread warfare: not seen 

since the later Carolingian Empire 
• FALLING POPULATION: from Great Famine era 

and especially from the Black Death, lasting, in 
northern Europe, until early 16th century 

• MONETARY CONTRACTIONS: last day’s lecture 
• PRICE MOVEMENTS: alternating cycles of 

inflation (post-Black Death; wars, debasements) 
and deflation 



Is the term Great Depression 
Justified? 

• (1) Can we define the term depression? 
• - can we define the term recession? 
• If western Europe lost 40% or more of its 

population, would there have been a 
corresponding contraction in total output? 

• Would such an economic contraction justify the 
term ‘Great Depression’? 

• Was there increased capital investments and 
technological innovations to compensate for the 
massive loss of labour (supply) and markets 
(demand)? 



Was there a Depression?: the role of 
plagues and warfare 1 

• (2) The negative roles of plague and warfare,  
• Disrupting production and major trade routes; 

disruptions of fairs 
• Transfer of international trade from overland to 

maritime routes: which then fell victim to chronic 
naval wars and chronic piracy (Van der Wee thesis) 

• - concentrating trade in far fewer hands (Italians) 
• The impact of commercial embargoes and coinage 

debasements in disrupting or curbing trade 
• The impact of taxation: both on trade (import and 

export duties, licence fees, etc) and consumption 
 



Was there a Depression?: the role 
of plagues and warfare 2 

• Warfare meant enormous increases in public 
borrowing: which in turn meant massive 
increases in consumption taxes to pay for that 
borrowing (interest, etc.) 

• Population decline: meant fewer survivors to 
sustain the burden of paying increased mountains 
of debt for financing wars 

• Pessimism, in midst of plagues, wars, taxation, 
and economic disruption:  negative impact on 
spending, investment, the circulation of money 
 



Money and Prices during the late-
medieval ‘Great Depression’ (1) 

• (1) DEFLATION: Termination of Commercial 
Revolution era: from 1320s to 1340s:  

• evidence of both monetary scarcities and 
severe deflation, at least in England 

• Possible explanations: in previous lectures 
• - decline in European silver mining 
• - bullion exports to finance continental wars 

(but that pertains only to England) 



Money and Prices during the late-
medieval ‘Great Depression’ (2) 

• (2) INFLATION: after  The Black Death, from 1347-48:  
• the BD was followed not by deflation (as in Ricardo 

model), but by horrendous inflation, lasting until the 1370s 
(England) or 1380s (Flanders) 

• Increases in per capita money supplies: ‘Men were dying 
but coins were not’ (Herlihy) 

• Post-plague hedonistic spending sprees (‘eat, drink, and be 
merry – for tomorrow you die’)’: Boccaccio’s Decameron; 
Italian art, sculpture, dress 

• Thus income velocity of money rapidly increased 
• Effects of coinage debasements: to finance warfare in 

France, Low Countries, Italy, Castile & Aragon (England: 
only in 1351, 1411) 
 



Money and Prices during the late-
medieval ‘Great Depression’ (3) 

• (3) DEFLATION: from 1370s to ca. 1415 
• - decreases in the coined money supply:  
• from falling mining outputs, increased silver outflow 

(the East); and reduced gold inflows from Africa 
• - increased hoarding: i.e., reductions in the income 

velocity of money: from fear and pessimism 
• - did falling population also reduce Velocity?? 
• (4) INFLATION: from ca. 1415 – ca. 1440: from 

resumption of Hundred Years’ War and more 
horrendous coinage debasements 

• (5) DEFLATION: from 1440s to 1470s:  as seen before 



Bullion Famines and Deflation 
• 1) Two ‘Bullion Famine’ eras with deflation: 
• a) ca. 1370 – ca. 1415 
• b) ca. 1440 – ca. 1470 
• 2) Explanation in terms of Quantity Theory: 
• MV = P.y   [100.0 * 4.5 = 100.0 *4.5 = 450.00] 
• a) possible contraction in M – money stocks 
• b) probable fall in V (income velocity of money): from 

hoarding and falling population 
• c) almost certain fall in ‘y’ (NNP):  
• d) Thus a necessary fall in P (CPI or price level) 

–  The changes:  95.0 * 4.0 = 95.0 * 4.0 = 380.00 



Mayhew on English Money Supplies, 
Prices, National Income, Velocity in 
millions  (£ sterling & population) 



















Economic Consequences of Deflation: 
why would it matter (then and now)? 
• (1) Fallacious views of the Classical School of 

Economics:  
• that money did NOT matter, for  money was ‘neutral’ 
• False view that prices rise together in proportion to 

increases in the money supply (and reverse for 
contractions in the money supply, producing deflation) 

• False view that with inflation and deflation all prices 
move together, in tandem: same percentage increases 

• Evidence in the graphs show that historically NEVER 
happens: that agricultural prices have wider 
variations than industrial prices 









Adverse Problems of Deflation 
• (1) That factor prices historically are ‘sticky’:  

-  do not change in correspondence with changes in the 
overall Consumer Price Index (let alone with changes in the 
money supply) 

• (2) Factor prices are especially ‘downward sticky’ during 
deflations 

• (3) Thus deflation threaten entrepreneurs and merchants 
with rising factor costs:  
- rising real wages: especially with institutional wages  

 - rising real interest rates: in borrowing capital 
 - rising real rents: in leasing land and buildings 
• (4) Problem: factor prices (costs) often determined by  

long-term contracts, not adjusted by changes in price levels 













Beneficial effects of Deflation  
• (1) Rising real incomes for those whose incomes are based 

on these factor costs: influence on market demand 
• (2) Stimulus for technological changes: 
• Thus , if this problem constitutes a ‘price-cost squeeze’, 

entrepreneurs and merchants were forced to innovate just 
to survive: as we shall see later (& often throughout course) 

• (3) MINING: In particular, the mid 15th-century deflation 
provided the profit motive for technological changes in 
South German silver-copper mining:  

• in Mechanical Engineering (water-powered drainage 
pumps) and Chemical Engineering (the Saigerhütten 
process of separating silver from copper) 

• (4) Why was this mining boom NOT initially inflationary? 
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